
Creative iMedia  

In both name and practice Creativity is front and centre in the Creative iMedia curriculum and a key 

skill which we believe not only helps learners develop their talents but also their independence. We 

value and encourage the imaginative viewpoints and artistic talent in our learners, fostering 

innovative approaches into both analytical and production work. By using creative approaches to 

learning, we believe learners gain a greater understanding of the practical skills which are used by 

the media industry to target and appeal to a range of audiences. 

 

In modern life, the media is an invaluable resource and important feature that all of us engage with 

via digital technology. As with any communication source, critical reading and understanding is 

essential to ensure that students are able to read and question the viewpoints they may be 

presented with. By looking at a range of current media and digital information we aim to foster 

curiosity about the ways in which media products have been designed and presented to the world. 

Studying the media not only enables learners to understand the ways in which products are 

designed to appeal to different groups of people but also how they can be manipulated to have a 

negative impact on the audiences that use them. Learning to read both widely and critically can 

encourage interrogation and examination of the news and information we are presented with to 

develop independent ideas, opinions and viewpoints – all key factors in critical reading and thinking. 

 

The Creative iMedia course is designed to encourage innovation from all learners, applying creative 

approaches to exploring, analysing, evaluating and constructing media products. Through a 

combination of practical innovation and productive problem- solving we aim to prepare our students 

to develop the life skills required to effectively read, understand, analyse and construct a range of 

digital media texts. It is our intention to support our students in becoming more knowledgeable 

about our digitally driven world, the bias of the media and the critical skills required to effectively 

navigate this. By developing these skills, we believe that they can develop a more reasoned 

approach towards the ways in which society is involved in constructing, impacting and adapting the 

media we access every day. 

 


